
 سيف عويمر                             2003جيل                االمتحان الشامل           

 اإلجابة النموذجية  و  الرابع للمستوى الثالث  و الشاملمتحان اإل
Ten-year-old Adeeb al-Balooshi , from Dubai , is going to travel to seven countries on 

a tour which has been organised and funded by sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed , 

crown prince of Dubai. 

The boy caught sheikh Hamdan’s attention with his invention – a prosthetic limb for 

his father. The sheikh has taken a special interest in the boy, and hopes the tour that he 

is sponsoring for Adeeb will give the young inventor more self-confidence and inspire 

other young Emirati inventors. 

Adeeb got the idea for a special kind of prosthetic leg while he was at the beach with 

his family. His father, who wears an artificial leg .could not swim in the sea as he 

could not risk getting his leg wet This inspired Adeeb to invent a waterproof prosthetic 

leg. 

Adeeb is going to visit the USA, France, the UK, Ireland, Belgium, Italy and 

Germany where he will be staying with relatives. However, while he is in Germany, 

Adeeb will not be spending all his time sightseeing. He will be working with a 

specialist doctor to build the appendage. He will also be attending a course on 

prosthetics and learning about different kinds of medical apparatus. 

Adeeb has invented several other devices, including a (1)tiny cleaning robot and a 

heart monitor, which is attached to a car seat belt. In the case of an emergency, rescue 

services and the driver’s family will be automatically connected with the driver 

through the special checking device. 

He has also invented a fireproof helmet. This special equipment which has a built- in 

camera system will help rescue workers in emergencies. 

It is for these reasons that Adeeb rightly deserves his reputation as one of the youngest 

inventors in the world 

1. According to the text. Write down two inventions Adeeb has invented? 

2. According to the text. What is the synonym of the underlined word? 

3. According to the text .Write down the aims of the tour that sheikh 

Hamdan bin Mohammed is sponsoring for Adeeb? 

4. According to the text. What does the underline word refer to? 

5. According to the text Write down two countries that Adeeb is going to 

visit? 

6. According to the text what does the suffix – proof mean (waterproof, 

fireproof,)? 

7. Yong inventors are the future of our life. Suggest three ways to 

encourage young inventors. 

8. Quote the sentence which indicates that Adeeb deserves his 

reputation.  

9. Prosthetic limbs help disabled people to live a normal life. In two 

sentences write down your point of view. 
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Question. 2 (A)Choose the correct word to complete the 

sentences. 
Antibodies   sceptical    artificially-created     blog     calculations    desalination                 

1) ………………….plants are becoming a popular method of providing water for 

people living in areas that have little fresh water. 

2)  Many megaprojects consist of ……………cities, which will be built according 

to principles of sustainable living. 

3)  I came across a ……………….post the other day. It was discussing the 

importance of traditional crafts in our modern-day society. 

4)  Homoeopathy cannot produce ........................needed to protect against 

childhood diseases. 

5)  One of the earliest computers took as long as 25 minutes to do simple 

mathematical…………… 

Q.2  (B) an internship       proficiency      postgraduate     competent   optional     seminars 

1. You can choose to do ……………… at a company before settling on a 

certain career.  

2. If you keep working hard to improve your English, you will reach a 

level of ………. in a few years.  

3. Keen university students who are doing their first degree can go on to 

study ………… degrees. 

4.  In many schools, studying a foreign language is ………., but it is often 

a good idea to continue learning a second language.  

5. Most university teaching is done in groups, called ……….., in which all 

students discuss the subject freely 
Question.3 (A)  
Complete the following sentences with the suitable words derived from the words 

in the box below. There are more words than you need.. 

1. Scholars have discovered an --------------document from the twelfth century. 

(Originate        ,       origin     ,     original ) 

2. My father bought our house with an ---------------- from his grandfather.  

(Inherit    ,  inheritable    ,    inheritance) 

3. The Middle East is famous for the ------------------of olive oil. 

(Produce   ,    production  ,     productive) 
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4. Photography and painting are two examples of the ……….arts. 

 (vision, visual ,visually ) 

5. Ali has done a…………….. and decided that he can afford to buy his 

mother the larger bunch of flowers. 

(calculate     ,    Calculation       ,      Calculating) 

6. Petra is an important ………………….. site. 

(archaeology   ,      archaeological      ,  archaeologically) 

7. My father works for an……………….. that helps to protect the 

environment.  

(organised      ,   organise   ,   organisation) 

8. Whether or not you remember something that you have learnt in the past 

……….on the experience you had while you were learning it.  

(dependence      ,    depends      ,    dependant) 

9. If you work hard, I’m sure you will…………………………… 

(success     ,    successful   ,    succeed) 

10. In hot weather our bodies are in danger of………………………..  . 

( dehydrate     ,    dehydration   ,   dehydrated) 
Question.3(B) 

Complete each of the following sentences so that the new sentence has the same 

meaning to the one before it . 

1. Saleem: we have to give a talk about the advantages and disadvantages of 

the internet next week, so I'll need to prepare it this week. 

Saleem said that:………………………………………………………  

2. The police fined the driver for speeding. 

The driver ………………………………………………….……  

3. It is normal for me now to get up early to study. 

I am………………………………..…………………………… 

4. London is a huge city. It’s the capital of the UK. 

London………………………………………………………………. 

5. Nuha works harder than anybody else in this organisation. 

It ……………………………………………………………………… 

6. The Great Mosque in Cordoba was built by Abd al-Rahman I. 

Abd al-Rahman I …………………………………………………….. 
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7. Jabir Ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory in Iraq. 

The country ………………………………………… 

8. I think you should check the spilling of the new learnt . 

If ……………………………………………………………… 

9. Studying Physics is not as popular as studying Biology in Britain. 

Studying Biology …………………………………………………… 

10. Is it possible to improve your memory? 

Do you know ……………………………………….? 

11. The easiest part in the exam is grammar. 

The least…………………………………………………………….. 

12. People claim that education will change our behavior. 

Education…………………………………………………………… 

13. You should get some work experience.  

If…………………………………………………………………… 

14. Exercise has been proved to be good for concentration. 

Athletes ……………………………………………………………… 

15. Please help me to plan my revision. 

Do you mind ……………………………………? 

16. I didn’t learn English when I was younger.  

If only ……………………………………………………………..  
 

Question.3(C) 

1) Choose the correct answer from A, B, C or D. 

My watch is less attractive than yours. 

The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

A) My watch is more attractive than yours. 

B) My watch is not as attractive as yours. 

C) My watch is as attractive as yours. 

D)  My watch is the most attractive one.  

2) People believe that exercise makes a huge difference to the way we feel. 

- It is believed that………………………………………….. 

A) exercise makes a huge difference to the way we feel. 

B) exercise make a huge difference to the way we feel.  

C) exercise have made a huge difference to the way we feel. 

D) exercise to make a huge difference to the way we feel.  

E)  
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3) I ate too much and now I have stomachache. I wish…………… 

A)I hadn’t eaten so much. B) I had eaten so much. 

C) I has eaten so much             D) I have eaten so much. 

4) I………….the house. That's why I have some paint on my clothes. 

A) have been painting            B) have been painted                               

C) has painted                      D) has been painting     

5) Choose the correct answer from A, B, C, or D. 

- It is normal for me now to work from home. 

The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

A) I am used to working from home now.  

B) I used to work from home. 

C) I used to working from home now. 

D) I am not used to working from home now. 

 

6) " I went to the theatre with my friends." 

The correct reported speech of the sentence above is: 

A) Ibraheem said that he had gone to the theatre with his friends.  

B) Ibraheem said that he have gone to the theatre with my friends. 

C) Ibraheem said that he went to the theatre with her friends. 

D) Ibraheem said that he has gone to the theatre with his friends. 

7) Neither Maths nor Biology is as interesting as English. This means  

A. English is less interesting than Maths and Biology. 

B. Maths and Biology are more interesting than English. 

C. English is not as interesting as Maths and Biology. 

D. Maths and Biology are less interesting than English. 

 

8) What should I do on the day before the exam? 

-The correct indirect question of the one above is: 

A) Could you explain I should what do on the day before the exam? 

B) Could you explain what I should do on the day before the exam? 

C) Could you explain should I do what on the day before the exam? 

D) Could you explain I what should do on the day before the exam? 
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9)People think that solving mathematical puzzles keeps the brain active. 

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is:  

A. Solving mathematical puzzles is thought keep the brain active.  

B. Solving mathematical puzzles is thought keeps the brain active.  

C. Solving mathematical puzzles is thought to keep the brain active. 

D. Solving mathematical puzzles is thought to keeps the brain active. 

 

10) Maha regrets being angry at breakfast time. 

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is:  

A. If only Maha had been angry at breakfast time.  

B. If only Maha hasn't been angry at breakfast time. 

C. If only Maha has been angry at breakfast time. 

D. If only Maha hadn't been angry at breakfast time. 
 

Question.4(A) 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following 

sentences and write it down in your Answer Booklet. 

1. My cousin has lived in Lebanon for a year. He says he is used to ………... 

there now. 

(Living   ,    Live    ,  lived) 

2. ‘Physician’ is an old-fashioned word ……………. means ‘doctor’. 

(Which  ,  Who   , where) 

3. Qasr Bashir is an extremely well-preserved Roman castle ……………… is 

situated in the Jordanian desert 

 (Where ,   which in ,   which) 

4. There are also about twenty-three stables …… horses may have been kept. 

(Where   ,  which     , who) 

5. Perhaps he left his laptop in the office. This sentence can be rewritten as  

(He might have left his laptop in the office,  He must have left his 

laptop in the office,  He can’t have left his laptop in the office) 

6. The teacher ……… a prize for his efforts last week.  

(is given  ,  gives    ,was given) 

7. Dima is planning …………. the Pyramids of Giza. 

(to visit   ,    visiting   ,   visit) 

8. The guide said that the tourists ………………………… the museum. 

(had visited  ,     has visited    ,     visit) 
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9. Have you heard the good news? We’ve got the ………… light to go ahead 

with our project! (red    ,  green      ,    blue) 

10. I……………………..  shopping in the local supermarket, but it closed 

two years ago, so now I have to drive into town to shop. 

(used to go , am used to going , use to go ) 

11. If you heat water, it…………………  

(boil  ,  boils   ,   boiled ) 

12. Ibrahim was right and I was wrong. I wish I ………………. to him. 

(listen     ,      listened    ,   had listened     , hadn’t listened  ) 

13. Three thieves have……………… by the police. 

(been  arrested    ,   arrested     , being arrested ) 

14. If only I ……………….lost my ticket! 

(haven’t    ,    didn’t     ,     hadn’t) 

15. I haven’t got as much homework………………… my brother. 

(so   ,   than       ,  as       ,  like ) 

Question.4(B) 
Complete the text below with the correct form of each verb in brackets. You may need 

to use more than one word.  

1- Ahmad is very short. If Ahmad wasn’t very short, he..…… basketball. 

 (will play , would play , would have played ) 

2- Sande ……….……… the kitchen for two hours. she hasn’t finished yet . 

(has been cleaning  , had been cleaning , have been cleaning) 

3-  We won’t be home tomorrow night. We ……. the football match at the stadium. 

(will be watching , will have watched  , will watch) 

4- The tailors finished making laila’s dress a week before the wedding .They 

……………. It for over month. 

( have been making  , had been making , has been making ) 

5-  I made my mother a cup of tea. She was hot and tired. She …………………. All 

afternoon for a special family dinner.  

(had been Cooking , have been Cooking, has been Cooking )  

6- By next year,  …………………. You ……………. England?  

 (will /Visit  , will /be vising  , will / have visited )  

7- When she arrived home an hour later, there was a surprise for her. For several weeks, 

her parents had ………a special weekend away to the Jerash festival. 

(be planning , planned , been planned) 

8- Before she went to the library, Huda………… her mother to prepare lunch.  

(help     ,    helped  ,  had helped , was helping ) 
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9-  I want ………………. a tablet but I can't afford to buy one at the moment. 

(get  , getting  ,   to get , got ) 

10- This time tomorrow, we’ll be celebrating because we ………. Our exams.  

(will finish ,  will have finished , will be finishing ) 

11- Sameer is going to have his gate …………. Next week. 

(repair  , repaired  ,   repairing )  

12- I had my new apartment ……………. before my birthday party. 

(had decorated  , decorating  ,  decorated  , decorates) 

13- Ibrahim ......... his new dental clinic…………. last week. 

( has / furnished    , had / furnished    , is / furnished   , was / furnished) 

 
FREE WRITING  

In you ANSWER BOOKLET, write a composition of about 120 words on ONE of 
the following: .  

1. Write a blog post for you school’s website about health and fitness for busy people. 
2. Tourism has become an important sector that has an impact on development of 

country economy. Write a three-paragraphs report about the importance of tourism 
on the Jordanian economy and mention the best ways to attract tourists to visit 
Jordan. Mention its benefits support with examples. 

3. The advantages and disadvantages of online shopping or studying. 
4. World transport in the future or medical advances. 
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لإلمتحان الشــــامــــلإلجابة النموذجية ا  
Q.2 (A) 

1-Desalination 2- artificially-created    3- blog      4- Antibodies 5- calculations                        

Q.2 (B) 
1 an internship   2 proficiency   3 postgraduate 4 optional   5 seminars 

Q.3(A) 1- original 2-inheritance 3-production 4- visual 5-calculation 6-archaeological     
             7-organisation 8- depends 9- succeed 10- dehydration.    

Q.3(B) 

1- Salem said that they had to give a talk about the advantages and disadvantages of the Internet the 

following week, so he would need to prepare it that week.  

2- The driver was fined for speeding. 

3- I am used to getting up early to study now. 

4- London, which is the capital of the UK, is a huge city . 

5- It is Nuha who/that works harder than anybody else in this organisation. 

6- Abd al-Rahman I was the person who built the Great Mosque in Cordoba in 784 CE. 

7- The country where Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory was Iraq. 

8- If I were you , I would check the spilling of the new learnt words in the dictionary. 

9- Studying Biology is more popular than studying physics in Britain. 

10- Do you know if it is possible to improve your memory?  

11- The least expensive part in the exam is grammar. 

12- Education is claimed to change our behavior  

13- If I were you, I would get some work experience. 

14- Athletes have proved that exercise is good for concentration.  

15- Do you mind helping me to plan my revision? 

16- If only I had learnt English when I was young.  

 

Q.3(C) 

1-B      2-A        3-A         4-A      5-A        6- A       7-D       8-B       9- C       10- D  

 

Question Number Four: 

Q.4 (A) 

1-living 2- which    3- which 4- where 5- He might have left his laptop in the office   6-was 

given  7- to visit 8-had visited 9- green.10- used to go. 11-bolis  12-had listened   13-been 

arrested  14- Hadn’t 15-as  

Q.4 (B) 

1- would play.2-has been cleaning 3-will be watching.4-had been making.5- had been 

Cooking.6-will you have visited.7-had been planning. 8- had helped.9- to get.10-will have 

finished. 11-repaired 12- decorated 13- had / furnished     
 

 

 

 

 

 


